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 ASSETS math teacher  

 Math contests  

 "Mislisha  2013 "  
 First  seven years "Mislisha" has passed.  We continue!  

 "Archimedes"  this school year  for the eighth time in Serbia organized Mathematical Competition "Mislisha", 
modeled on the international mathematical competition "Kangaroo", with a considerable improvement in the 
correction, which consists of the implementation of the competition technically simpler, and professional and 
pedagogical more acceptable.  Competition "mean"  2006th  year (7000 participants)  2007th  year (14,000 
participants), 2008.  year (28,000 participants), 2009.  year (28 200 participants), 2010.  years (33,200 students), 
2011.  year (35 660 participants) and 2012.  year (over 37,000 participants)  was very successful, as evidenced by 
ma sovnost (for 7 years over 1 80 .000 learn from Nike!) and highest ratings by teachers and students.  That's 
what finally see the attachment information. Invite you to surpass last year's  a record number of participants!  

 Competition "Mislisha" has two oa them: Primary and Final (Republican). Competition "Mislisha 2013"  (Basic / main 

level)  will be held on 14th  March 2013th  (Thursday) in 12 hours ( half an hour), while in all the schools that 
students apply. carried out according to the propositions and operational instructions included in each school that 
receives.  Moto competition remains: "Mathematics for All" (or at least most). F inal is the 12th of May 2013th  in 
Belgrade.  From Ministry of Education we have received since 2005th written consent / Support number 6-
00-705/2005-06  from 06.12.2005.  for organizing such a competition in Serbia.  

 Deadline for applications: 15.  February 2013.  year. on how to file a  and conditions of participation, we published a 
special material e (instructions call-proposition, application form, instructions, ...).  

 They can participate in all of the students who wish to  of  Second  from elementary school to  4th  High school 
grades, especially those who like to  solve mathematical tasks beautiful  and want to  learn mathematics with 
pleasure.  

 Name  "Do" is quite appropriate, because it reflects the essence of the now national, large-scale mathematical 
competitions. Code "mean" Mathematics is beautiful!  

 Benefits "mean"  are undoubtedly in every way. competition in professional and pedagogical view of the highest level.  
The organization conducting "Mislisha" is a professional, extremely simple and straightforward (login, user, self 
testing, timely delivery of solutions and results, the criteria for recognition).  Everything is clearly labeled.  Cheats and 
treatment responses are part of our job.  Teachers using a questionnaire assessing competition (various aspects).  
Additional quality "Mislisha" the Republican finals (where they will choose the best and, in addition to the usual, 
and awarded special prizes (four summer schools).  

 K of "mean"  tests (tasks) are specific to each class (for applicable programs approaching mathematics and 
tendency to be measured by our students).  At a basic level test of the second  Elementary school class has 15 
tasks (5 +5 +5), scored in the 3, 4, 5 points (uk upno 60 points) and for each  than any other class and  Primary and 
secondary schools have up to 25 tasks, divided into three groups (8 +9 +8) and scored in the 3, 4, 5  points, so that 
the student can'll win a maximum of 100 points.  No negative points and bonus points for, ie.  students get as many 
points as he deserved.  Of the five answers to each task, of which only one is correct, the student chooses only one 
(the one that thinks that is correct) and marks it (recorded) on a separate answer sheet.  The test remains among 
pupils.  Testing is conducted according to the instructions in the schools that are sent along with the tests.  At the 
finals in Belgrade for each grade by the 6 problems.  (With explanations).  

 This is an opportunity for students to test their mathematical skills.  Everyone will receive a certificate of participation 
and appropriate gifts, many with diplomas and awards and written praise  (Both at the basic level, and the final), and 
the best in the finals -  The Special Award is  ("Mathematical" summer). Teachers (coordinator and to members of 
the team), who conduct competitions in school, and the school also receives a written confession - thanks and gifts 
(2012.: Commemorative calendar, book and workbook "Mislisha ").  

 "Archimedes" is given a number of awards, commendations and citations (2010.: 527 awards and commendations 
2026); 2011th  years: 1000 and 3800 awards praise.; 2012th Year: 2220 765 awards and praise).  Results are 
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timely, informed the school of each student (even in groups of tasks). Criteria for awarding we announce public – 
through the report on the number of awards.  

 There will be new surprises!  
 "Mislisha," provides an excellent opportunity with a little effort and proper implementation (respecting instructions), all 

participants (schools, students, teachers) see their achievements in mathematics, of course, given the conditions in 
which they are exercised. All  in  once  day  and  go!  Schools need to adequately evaluate the students receive 
awards (awards, praise), and may in turn that acknowledges the achievements of its students.  An explanation of 
the valuation prize "Mislisha" will be given on our websites and www.arhimedes.rs www.mislisa.rs.  

 Applications for the competition we'll take just sent the forms. Feet Ogu Registration Forms that before - take  and  
with  with ajta: www. Archimedes. rs  or  www.mislisa.rs . On sites you can find out more about the 
competition. Explanation  on  Club membership fees for the "mean" is given in the main notification-call 
(100 din. making payments until 31.12.2012 or 150 dinars. since that time, with reference no. 09-5525).  

 To prepare students for this competition can serve a number of references, especially workbooks "Mislisha 2006", 
"Mislisha 2007", "Mislisha 2008", "Mislisha 2009", "Mislisha 2010", "Mislisha 2011" and "Mislisha 2012"  
(Specific for PS and SS),  containing all the questions (with solutions)  with this  competition. addition, we issued a 
collection  preparatory tasks for the "mean" and other contests (with solutions) for all grades of primary school 
participating in the "mean" (specific for each class).  

 "Archimedes" will surely try that and 14.  March and  2013th  The holiday is mathematically in primary and 
secondary schools  REPUBLIC throughout Serbia.  Watch out!  Previously published date (March 21, 201 3) was 
changed to comply with the term of the k mičenja "Kangaroo" (at the request of Serbian mathematician ruštva D).  

 "Archimedes" is a professional society with a mass of mathematical events and has extensive experience in organizing 
such activities. Expect support and cooperation of school.  

 Join the huge army  young people "Mislisha", welcome!  

 Thank you.             "Archimedes"  
 Contribution  

 "Mislisha" - is still thriving  

 From the beginning, we have introduced the practice to their opinions through questionnaires about the 
participants in the contest amounts  

 Implementation of the competition (teachers-coordinators and assistants working in teams), but other 
representatives of mathematics in primary and secondary schools. We are not aware that by doing another 
organizer.  

 According to these opinions, the competition was successful in every respect.  
 Here is how the primary and secondary schools in Serbia rated current competition "mean", especially in 
2010, 2011., And 2012.. Much to page took all the credit. Therefore mention only the most ratings and 
comments from questionnaires completed by coordinators, members of the working teams and individual 
teachers  from several hundred schools.  Often, the estimates are expressed in one or two or three words (with 
exclamation). General average grade of each year was over 4.90 - excellent.  

 It's great!  Bravo!  All praise!  Everything is great.  Every honor you, all of you cared!  Impeccable 
organization, all the details worked out.  All outstanding designed and professionally done.  Exceptional 
communication and accuracy, precise instructions.  Brilliant organization, tasks beautiful, happy children.  
Beautiful, interesting and inspiring tasks, adapted to the age.  Excellent choice tasks (imaginative, interesting).  
We are amazed at the selection of tasks.  Tasks outstanding - congratulations Builders!  ...  "Mislisha," largely 
follows the mathematics program through imaginative assignments.  Benefits "mean" are undoubtedly in every 
way.  Name of competition is exactly right!  This competition is a real "mathematical Race satisfaction," the 
best competition with us!  Very imaginative - an interesting way to approach mathematics to children.  
Promptness - timely and precise information, fairness, motivation, everything is great!  "Mislisha" - the joy and 
tremendous motivation for the kids!.  And what is most important for children and working team, "Mislisha" 
really mathematically holiday.  In a day and move "Archimedes" was recorded state math!  Everything was 
perfect - could serve as a standard (ISO standard).  
 It is irrelevant remarks, irrelevant considering the importance and without affecting the results and scores.  
 As you can see, where was the "mean" - was mathematically  holiday and a day to remember.  
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